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Dear Readers,
Whether we’re talking about the current climate debate, digitalisation
or the mobility of the future, all the signs are pointing to change. In the
autumn issue of our Deutsche Rück magazine marketreport, we have
once again looked at some of the topics of our time for you. I would be delighted if this provides a stimulus for professional or personal exchanges.
“North Africa is calling!” The North African market is proving profitable for
reinsurers, as anyone who is building houses, buying cars and founding businesses will need
to insure them. You can read about the potential of the Maghreb countries in our lead article.
Since the extreme heat and ongoing drought in summer last year, it has been clear that extreme summer events in the agricultural sector are no longer restricted to localised heavy rain
and hailstorms. Is demand for drought policies increasing?
On the subject of the climate, politicians have called on business to pay more attention to
environmental risks – as well as to social and governance risks. This now concerns our core
business too. But should our sector offer insurance cover only for sustainable customers?
My colleague, Chief Underwriting Officer Achim Bosch, has written an article that we hope will
stimulate debate on this issue.
Automated and networked driving is set to change our mobility behaviour on a lasting basis.
We’re already seeing the trend move away from individual mobility towards individualised mobility. Will this have an impact on the model used for motor insurance, and will it
even have to be redefined? In this edition of marketreport we let you take part in a discussion
between two experts.
It’s not just with regard to mobility that we could say the future is now. Many things that only
recently seemed futuristic have now become part of everyday life. Join Dr Robin Kiera, the
internationally renowned insurance expert and influencer, as he takes a look at our grandchildren’s generation.
These and other interesting topics await you in marketreport.
We hope it’s a fascinating read!
With best wishes

Frank Schaar
CEO
Deutsche Rück
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NEW MARKETS

North Africa is calling
By Nina Bärschneider, freelance financial journalist

The economy is picking up in the Maghreb
countries. More and more international
companies are discovering North Africa’s
potential – and the region is offering increasing
opportunities for insurers as well.

In 1960, the earth shook under the Moroccan port city
of Agadir. A 5.8 magnitude earthquake completely
destroyed the city. One third of inhabitants died
and a further 12,000 were injured. The city took
many years to rebuild, costing the insurance industry
around USD 230 million.
Agadir is now thriving. Not only is the city a popular
holiday destination, it is also benefiting, like other
North African cities, from the economic upturn in
the region. This is making the ‘Maghreb’ countries
of Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia attractive to foreign
companies too. Christoph Kannengießer is convinced
that Europe should keep an eye on the North African
market. As Chief Executive Officer of the GermanAfrican Business Association, he supports exchange

between German companies and African markets.
He says, “More and more German companies are
taking strategic advantage of the North African
market.” These include insurers and reinsurers, as
anyone who is building houses, buying cars and
founding businesses will need to insure them. “The
North African market is very profitable, but at the
same time, only a few reinsurers are choosing to
expand into the region,” says Laurent Beauregard, a
North Africa expert at Deutsche Rückversicherung
Switzerland (DR Swiss). Beauregard conducted a
feasibility study into entering the North African
market and concluded that it is worth expanding into
this market. DR Swiss will begin initial negotiations
with local insurers this year to discuss the possibility
of cooperation.
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The sun rises over Casablanca, Morocco's biggest city and the centre of commerce and industry.

The economy is picking up in the
Maghreb countries
Moroccan GDP

Morocco: The Maghreb region’s model state is
recording the strongest growth
Of the Maghreb countries, Morocco has performed
the best economically over the last 10 years. Growth
forecasts for 2020 are between 3 and 4 percent.
“Investment opportunities are particularly good
here,” says Claudia Schmidt, a market consultant
at the German Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(AHK) in Morocco in Casablanca. “Many companies
are using Morocco as a hub for the French-speaking
market.” This is partly thanks to the free trade zones,
where foreign companies do not have to pay any
customs duties or taxes, and to Casablanca Finance
City (CFC), which is aiming to expand Casablanca
into an economic and financial centre for the African
region. CFC is already recognised by the biggest

1.1 %
(2016)

4.1 %
(2017)

3.1 %
(2018)

3.2 %
(2019)

3.8 %
(2020)

2.5 %
(2018)

2.7 %
(2019)

3.2 %
(2020)

2.1 %
(2018)

2.3 %
(2019)

1.8 %
(2020)

Algerian GDP

1.1 %
(2016)

2.0 %
(2017)

Tunisian GDP

3.2 %
(2016)



1.4 %
(2017)

Source: Germany Trade & Invest,
“Wirtschaftsdaten kompakt” (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia)
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international financial centres and counts many
multinational companies among its members, not
least because it provides them with comprehensive
support with entering the African market and
arranges tax advantages for them.

berg-based cable manufacturer Leoni, which has
three sites in the country. Technologies group Siemens has local production plants for wind turbines.
By 2030, Morocco wants to generate more than half
of its energy needs from renewables.

Despite an unemployment rate of 10 percent, the
population is benefiting from positive economic
development and a stable political situation. “There
are a lot of rich Moroccans,” Schmidt says, adding
that they are increasingly buying European cars.
The infrastructure is improving in larger cities, with
more and more flats being built. This is also drawing
German companies to Morocco, such as the Nurem-

Saham Finances is symbolic of its homeland’s growing market. The leading insurer in Morocco, which
generated Africa-wide sales of USD 1.2 billion in 2017,
was taken over last year by the South African insurer
Sanlam, one of the biggest companies in Africa. “This
deal is a valuable step for our customers and offers
operational and commercial synergies for Saham
Finances,” says Nadia Fettah, head of Saham, in a

Casablanca's cityscape includes modern as well as Arabic architecture: the Twin Center in the Maarif district.
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press release. It’s not just Sanlam that will expand
the area in which it operates, but also Saham Finances, which will continue to trade under its own brand.
This is an interesting development for Deutsche Rück,
says Laurent Beauregard at DR Swiss. “Suddenly the
Sanlam Group needs enormous reinsurance capacity
– and it will pay an attractive premium for it, too.”
Algeria: Rich, but politically unstable
The neighbouring country of Algeria also has economic potential, if only thanks to its rich oil reserves
and oil exports. With a population of 43.4 million,
it is also the most populous country in the Maghreb
region. However, Christoph Kannengießer at the

German-African Business Association says, “The
country is suffering because of the fall in oil prices.
As oil sales are also important for state revenue,
the government is investing less in infrastructure
and is currently pursuing a policy of cuts.”
There is also considerable political uncertainty as
to who will succeed President Abdelaziz Bouteflika,
who stood down in April after ongoing protests. “The
unresolved political situation is poison for international investment capital,” Kannengießer says. “Algeria
has never been perceived as being particularly open
to international investors. The economy is strongly

dominated by the state.”

Risks in the Maghreb region
Several major losses have occurred in the past in North Africa.

May 1716

October 1980

20,000 people die in an
earthquake in the Algerian
capital of Algiers.

A 7.7 magnitude earthquake destroys
the Algerian city of Al-Asnam (today
known as Chlef). 5,000 people die
and 9,000 survive with injuries. The
city is completely rebuilt.

A 5.8 magnitude earthquake
destroys the Moroccan port
city of Agadir. 15,000 people
die and a further 12,000 are
injured. Reconstruction costs
USD 230 million.

February 1960

January 2011
Tunisian president Ben Ali
leaves the country following
violent public protests. The
demonstrations cause around
USD 400 million in damage.

An explosion at a petrochemicals facility in Algeria kills
27 workers and injures a further
74. Losses come to around
USD 500 million.

January 2004
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“More and more German companies
are taking strategic advantage
of the North African market.”
Christoph Kannengießer, Chief Executive Officer
of the German-African Business Association

Tunisia: On the road to democracy
Tunisia, by contrast, is regarded as a model country in political terms in North Africa. It is the only
country in the region to have initiated wide-ranging
democratic reforms following the revolution
in 2010 and 2011, with which it aims to evolve
from an autocratic regime into a democracy.
“The revolution was a major turning point for
Tunisia, both politically and economically,” says
Peter Schmitz, foreign correspondent at the economic
development agency Germany Trade & Invest (GTAI)
in the capital, Tunis. However, he adds that the
changes in Tunisia have been accompanied by
tensions and protests from the beginning. “Tunisia
is heavily fragmented politically. With around
200 parties, it’s difficult to form a viable government,
for example.” The run-off vote for the presidency
and parliamentary elections are scheduled for
this autumn. Whatever the outcome, Schmitz does
not expect the political situation to become clearer
immediately.
Inflation also stands at over 7 percent in Tunisia.
While this makes Tunisians less keen to spend
on one hand, it also makes the country more interesting to foreign companies as a manufacturing
location. “Lower wages in areas like IT and the
relatively high level of education also make Tunisia
attractive,” Schmitz says. Some German companies
have been operating in Tunisia for decades, such
as the automotive supplier Dräxlmaier, which
entered the market in 1974 and now employs
over 9,000 staff at four sites in Tunisia. However,
Schmitz points out that German companies should
be aware that bureaucratic processes tend to take

longer than in Europe. He says that corruption has
also intensified again recently. “That makes it more
difficult for German companies to plan their entry
to the market.”
In addition, Africa expert Christoph Kannengießer
says: “The North African countries have developed
along very different lines. We need to make considerable distinctions when looking at them.” Furthermore, relations between Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria themselves are not particularly close, with trade
among the three countries coming to only about
3 percent. “There may be a Maghreb Union on paper,
but in effect there is no free trade,” he says.
German companies enjoy a high level of trust
Another obstacle for many German companies is
that business is conducted in French. Nevertheless,
Germany is a welcome investor and trading partner
in the Maghreb region. “Germany is known here
for good quality and reliability and is regarded as
a technological leader,” Kannengießer says. “In
addition, Germany is not suspected of wanting to
dominate the Maghreb states – unlike other countries
that are acting here as former colonial powers.”
Deutsche Rück could also benefit from its reputation
as a reliable insurer if it decides to expand to
North Africa. As a non-listed company with a good
rating from the rating agency Standard & Poor’s,
Deutsche Rück is seen as trustworthy, Beauregard
says. “Because of our relatively conservative business
model and stable ownership structure, North African
partners are not afraid that we will suddenly withdraw from the market again.”
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Growth in sight
Insurance premiums in the Maghreb countries accounted for almost one fifth of African premium volume in
Source: Swiss Re
2017. They could become even more important in future.

Morocco

Algeria

Tunesia

USD 2.35
billion

USD 1.1
billion

USD 647
million

(10.7 percent market share)

(5 percent market share)

(2.9 percent market share)

Significant potential for DR Swiss
Beauregard can easily see why DR Swiss would
expand to the North African market. “Deutsche Rück
already has an above-average market share in many
countries in Europe. One way for it to keep growing
in future would be for its subsidiary to enter new
markets.” Another advantage, he says, is that
DR Swiss, unlike other competitors, has no problems
with the French language – after all, French is one
of Switzerland’s official languages. “That makes it
much easier for us to establish relationships locally,”
Beauregard explains.
Africa most recently represented only 1 percent
of worldwide premium volume, at around
USD 22 billion, with the Maghreb countries
accounting for just under one fifth of this. However,
the region is achieving higher growth rates than
other African countries. Insurance portfolios there
are growing at a rate of 5 to 10 percent per year,
Beauregard says. He expects premium volume in

the Maghreb region to reach between CHF 5 million
and CHF 10 million by 2024.
Even if the potential of the Maghreb states speaks
for itself and only 15 to 20 foreign reinsurers are
operating in the region so far, there is already excess
capacity. That means that for each local insurer, there
is a comparatively high number of large international reinsurers. “Capacity on the North African
insurance market is relatively low, apart from a few
exceptions,” Beauregard explains. Nevertheless,
DR Swiss plans to enter the market partly by offering
reinsurance for local insurers. It wants to focus on
classic lines of business, such as property, liability,
accident and motor insurance.
The potential of the insurance market varies from
country to country. In Morocco and Algeria there
may be major earthquakes, for example, while
this happens less in Tunisia. Demand for motor
insurance is growing in all three countries: even in
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Non-life policies with the highest premium volumes
Morocco

Tunisia

Algeria

48.2 %

45 %

49 %

18 %

14.5 %

36 %

Motor insurance

Health and accident insurance

Motor insurance

Industrial risk insurance

Motor insurance

Property insurance

Sources: Rapport d’activité du secteur marocain des assurances 2017; DR Swiss

Market penetration for insurance in the Maghreb countries
Morocco

Tunisia

Algeria

3.5 %

2.2 %

0.7 %

Sources: Autorité de Contrôle des Assurances et de la Prévoyance Sociale (Morocco); Comité Général des Assurances (Tunisia);
Conseil National des Assurances (Algeria)
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“Deutsche Rück already has an
above-average market share
in many countries in Europe.”
Laurent Beauregard, North Africa expert at DR Swiss

2017 it accounted for almost half of premium volume
in each of the three states. “That’s partly because
motor insurance became mandatory in the Maghreb
countries some time ago,” Beauregard says. The
second-largest line of business in Tunisia is industrial risk insurance, which applies to risks such as
fire. There are attractive opportunities for terrorism
cover, Beauregard says. “Relatively high prices can
be achieved here.”
“Soft” retro cover to enter the market
As well as this classic approach, DR Swiss has a
second strategy: retro cover. That means it will
reinsure local reinsurers such as Société Centrale de
Réassurance (SCR) in Morocco, Compagnie Centrale
de Réassurance (CCR) in Algeria and Tunis Re in Tunisia. These companies insure sums of billions in some

cases, for example for oil refineries. “These companies’ business represents a large share of the market
for all primary insurers operating in the respective
market,” Beauregard says.
DR Swiss is following a “soft” approach by focusing
on a specific region or line of business in its expansion. It is not insuring globally operating reinsurance companies, but a local reinsurer with a limited
catchment area. “That benefits our risk management,” Beauregard says, explaining that DR Swiss
can obtain a more realistic estimate of the extent to
which it will need to step in. If it is only reinsuring
Tunis Re for natural catastrophes, for example, it will
need to pay only if there is an earthquake in Tunisia –
not if a storm wreaks havoc in Scandinavia.
¢
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WINTER STORM SEASON

Natural hazards modelling
plays a prominent role
By Sven Klein, marketreport editorial team

This year’s winter storm season is approaching. In January 2018, winter
storm FRIEDERIKE (also known as DAVID) caused insured damage of
around EUR 1 billion in Germany alone. What awaits the insurance sector
this winter is still in the lap of the gods. That makes it all the more important for primary insurers and reinsurers to estimate their exposure
from natural hazards policies as accurately as possible. The right natural
hazards models play a prominent part in this.

Winter storm FRIEDERIKE (a.k.a. DAVID) caused massive
damage in Germany in January 2018, such as in this
forest area near Kalefeld (Lower Saxony).
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“As a reinsurer with our core business in the German
composite market, it is of vital importance to us to
have ‘control’ of exposure from natural hazards
policies,” Meike Müller, a geoecologist and expert in
the natural hazards department at Deutsche Rück’s
NatCat Center, explains. “That’s why we began building up sound geoscientific expertise and developing
our own natural hazards models as early as the mid1990s. The first one was for winter storms.”
Its own models
The Düsseldorf-based reinsurer’s service portfolio
now also includes its own models for summer storms
and hail, as well as a flood model and an earthquake model. Müller says, “This means we can apply
our extensive knowledge of the German insurance
market and of natural hazard events in Germany
appropriately, and also adequately take into account
our customers’ operating areas, some of which are
rather small.” Deutsche Rück is constantly refining
its models, she adds. “Based on a scientific analysis
of losses following major events, the loss functions
used are continuously reviewed, for example, and
are adjusted if necessary.” All of the company’s models are based on stochastic event sets, she explains,
which in turn are built on detailed analyses of natural hazard events. Measurement data of daily peak
gusts at weather stations and the results of climate
simulation runs are incorporated into the winter
storm model, for example.

ELTs can be used in many different ways
The result of modelling an insurance portfolio is a
so-called event loss table, abbreviated to ELT. This is a
table of results with the calculated as-if-losses for all
events in the stochastic catalogue. The output from
Deutsche Rück’s winter storm model, for instance,
includes modelling results for over 40,000 events,
Müller says. “The ELTs are the basis from which
important risk measures are derived, and can be
used in many different ways,” the natural hazards
specialist explains. “They enable us to determine
value at risk figures, i.e. losses caused by events with
defined exceeding probabilities, respectively return
periods.” She adds that it is also possible to calculate
annual losses, where appropriate, with assumptions
on attritional losses, or other risk measures such as
the tail value at risk or the expected shortfall.
“The ELTs and the results derived from them are
used by us and can also be made available to our
customers to build up a comprehensive picture of
the NatCat exposure of the analysed insurance portfolio,” Müller explains. “Results like these are enormously important in risk management and corporate
management.” How high the losses will actually be
for the insurance industry in the forthcoming winter
storm season, even the expert does not know. Neither
she nor her colleagues at Deutsche Rück’s NatCat
Center can predict the weather, Meike Müller says
with a smile.
¢
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AUTONOMOUS DRIVING

“Mobility will in future be regarded
as intermodal.”
A discussion between Marcos Lemaitre, Senior Underwriter and responsible for management of the motor
insurance line at Deutsche Rück, and Fabian Pütz from the Institute of Insurance at the Technical University
of Cologne

Automated and networked driving will change our mobility behaviour on a lasting basis. The
switch from individual to individualised mobility is already well under way, with more and
more people looking at the most sensible way to get from A to B combining different means of
transport. What impact does this change have on the model used for motor
insurance? Will it be completely redefined?

Marcos Lemaitre: A few days ago I read
that the automotive industry’s enthusiasm had been dampened slightly.
The development of
highly automated
and autonomous
systems is expected to take five to
ten years longer than
previously assumed. And
the cars will also cost at least EUR
10,000 more because of the technology that will need to be used in them.
I wonder if it will then even be an
option for individual customers?
Or if it won’t be of more interest to
companies such as taxi or delivery
services?
Fabian Pütz: Yes, the car manufacturers were pushing this issue at one time
for marketing reasons. The debate has
become a bit more rational since then.
I’m more inclined to assess the issue
from a societal, legislative and political
perspective. It’s dangerous to promise
that soon there won’t be any more
accidents or any more people killed
in accidents if you can’t keep that
promise. I don’t believe either that

customers will be willing to pay so
much more for the technology if they
already consider themselves to be good
drivers with an average of one to two
mostly minor accidents in their lives.
From the point of view of society as a
whole, you can do a lot more here to
improve road safety with regulatory
policy. For example by reducing speed
or fitting assistance systems in small
vehicles in series production.
Marcos Lemaitre: I don’t believe either
that the risk situation will change so
much that soon there will no longer be
any risk to insure. That will still exist,
if only because of the different levels
of automation. In addition, communication between vehicles will lead to new
risks, such as cyber risk. From a legal
perspective, the car owner’s liability
continues to apply. There will certainly
be cases and accidents with very high
losses in which recourse could be taken
against the manufacturer. But I don’t
think there will be any fundamental
changes in the liability system.
Fabian Pütz: I agree with you. For me,
the actual change is in the customer
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If the trend moves away from individual ownership of a
vehicle towards a fleet-based structure, this will definitely
have an impact on motor insurance.
Fabian Pütz

interface. Particularly in urban areas. Just
have a look at use cases like shared mobility and mobility services. These allow
much more cost-efficient use of vehicles.
Technology costs can be better offset here.
If the trend moves away from individual
ownership of a vehicle towards a fleet-based
structure, this will definitely have an impact
on motor insurance.
Marcos Lemaitre: Without a doubt! We’re
already witnessing the switch from individual to individualised mobility today.
That means that more and more people are
looking at the most sensible way to get from
one place to another, combining different
means of transport. Individual, private
vehicles are gradually being pushed back,
and at some point owning a second car will
become the exception rather than the rule.
The question is, how will the automotive
industry cope when its main business
crumbles? BMW and Daimler, for example,
have responded to this with a joint venture
and launched the app Reach Now, formerly Moovel. This compares and combines

different means of transport and mobility
services individually, so that as well as car
sharing, rail connections or bike sharing
options are also displayed, for example.
Fabian Pütz: There’s a risk that on the
demand side, the retail mass market could
become more of an oligopoly of providers.
That would mean that one day there would
be only a handful of mobility providers,
instead of millions of individual customers.
That’s where I see the biggest risk for motor
insurers that are geared towards private
customers, compared with insurers that
are already involved in fleet business and
already have expertise in risk management
and consultancy services.
Marcos Lemaitre: In my opinion, the
industry should actually move away from
fixed motor insurance where the focus is
on the car and towards comprehensive
mobility insurance. This type of product
would give the customer insurance cover
for all means of mobility that he uses –
irrespective of whether he’s travelling by
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Watch our film about
automated driving here.

car, rented e-scooter, pedelec or bicycle, for
example. The industry could still work with
a no-claims discount here, which would
then be aimed at the person and not the car.
Incidentally, this isn’t just pie in the sky any
more. Allianz is testing a product with similar features in the Italian market right now.

obligation to maintain insurance cover. I
think the mobility provider will also need
insurance cover in future – for example
for the mandatory liability component,
which in principle also includes the driver’s
liability, and for comprehensive insurance.
The user would then protect his contractual
risks with respect to the mobility provider,
such as the excess.

Fabian Pütz: That makes sense, particularly with regard to liability risks. Take
e-scooters, for example. They have enorMarcos Lemaitre: I agree with
mous damage potential. And when I see, for
you that the mobility provider
example, how many people are travelling
will continue to need insurance
by e-scooter through Zurich or Cologne with
cover. But it might be different
no helmet, we also need to think
about an accident component. If
In addition, communication
we’re going to regard mobility as
between vehicles will lead to
intermodal in future, insurance
new risks, such as cyber risk.
cover should reflect that. Then
Marcos Lemaitre
it won’t make sense any more to
have a strict division between
motor and general liability
insurance.
from before. Provided that
victim protection is mainMarcos Lemaitre: Those components
tained without restricshould actually be separated from general
tions, we could divide
liability insurance and incorporated into a
motor liability insurnew mobility line. The primary insurer will
ance into an owner and
thus map mobility and all the associated
a driver component.
risks. There would still be a “car” liability
The mobility provider
component, although this would no longer
would then bear the
be linked solely to the vehicle, but also to
owner’s liability without fault
the person who is driving. The industry
from risks due to the vehicle
would thus have to move towards a type
and would provide cover acof all-risk mobility policy. And legislators
cordingly. And the user would
would naturally have to create the framehave insurance cover under the
work for this.
mobility policy for his faultbased driver’s liability and for
Fabian Pütz: That’s right. Because at the
his excess in comprehensive
moment only the vehicle owner has an
insurance.
¢
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TALKING POINT

Should insurance cover be provided
only for sustainable customers?
By Achim Bosch, Chief Underwriting Officer at Deutsche Rück

The current debate about climate change has catapulted the subject of sustainability right
to the top of the political agenda. Businesses have been called upon to pay more attention
to environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks in their activities in future. Insurers
are also increasingly coming under scrutiny. Initially this concerned their role as investors.
Some companies are now avoiding investments in industries such as coal, which have been
criticised for being harmful to the environment.

However, this is also beginning to affect the core
business of the insurance sector. Should insurers
continue to grant cover to companies and entire
industrial sectors that would be judged critically
according to ESG criteria?

Political guidelines under discussion
The United Nations are currently discussing the
principles of a sustainable insurance industry.
Insurers around the world have been asked to
comment. There is a threat of regulatory inter-
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We want to support the
economy's transition
to more sustainability
over a longer period.
Achim Bosch

vention in the insurance sector, which could involve
specific guidelines being issued for sustainable
underwriting. That would have serious consequences
for the insurance industry’s business model.
In my opinion, intervention in underwriting is not
only highly dubious from a regulatory viewpoint,
but is also unnecessary. ESG criteria will in future
play a bigger part in determining expected losses, for
example owing to changes in the climate, and will
thus effectively influence prices automatically. That
means they will become increasingly important in
risk assessment without any political coercion. In this
way, the insurance sector will fulfil its role in promoting sustainability in its core business without undermining the principles of a market economy. Imposing
additional punitive surcharges that are politically
motivated is out of the question: insurance premiums are not a political tool. Insurers must remain
free to set their own tariffs in future. Insurance cover
is based on the principle of equivalence, whereby the
level of premiums is determined by an analysis of
risk from a market and business perspective, not by
political guidelines.

Along with assessment of risk from a purely actuarial viewpoint, good underwriting should naturally
also always include issues such as reputation and
governance. This component is very tricky. On the
one hand, concerns about public pressure or bad
press must not lead to an entire sector that currently
still fulfils an important function for the economy
being banned from obtaining insurance. On the
other hand, an insurer must in principle be able to
refuse to provide insurance cover to a company that
is badly run, for example, in order not to jeopardise
its own reputation – irrespective of whether the risk
to be assessed relates to a coal-fired power plant or a
hydroelectric power plant.
Social responsibility
There is another crucial point that we must not lose
sight of: insurers must fulfil their core function and
provide their customers with risk cover. That applies
to us too as a reinsurer. If there is a consensus in
politics and in society that it is acceptable to operate
a power station, then the insurance sector must be
able to fulfil its responsibility to society and offer
insurance cover for this risk. As a long-standing
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partner to its customers, Deutsche Rück believes
that it has an obligation to continue offering them
reinsurance cover in future and thus to support the
economy’s transition to more sustainability over a
longer period.
A precise distinction is difficult
If we want to use insurance in future to drive forward
a change in the economy in line with ESG criteria, this
raises serious practical problems apart from the fundamental reservations outlined above. What happens
with companies that are suppliers to the coal industry
and manufacture only individual parts for power
plants – should we also deny them insurance cover?
Industrial supply chains are highly complex these
days, and classifying problem sectors using “heat
maps”, as envisaged by the United Nations, does
not deal with this complexity. We urgently need to
differentiate here, unless we want to allow entire
economic sectors to be boycotted because of activities
that are currently completely legal.

Rigid rules are not productive
If a customer’s sustainable way of operating has the
effect of minimising losses, this will automatically be
reflected in a more favourable insurance premium.
And conversely, poor behaviour, for example because
it is environmentally damaging, will lead to higher
premiums owing to an increase in expected losses.
It is therefore in the nature of an insurance industry
that is geared towards a market economy to respond
to growing ESG risks, without any coercion at all. In
this context, it is not efficient to additionally apply
the lever of regulation to third parties that are upstream or downstream in the value chain, in our case
the insurance sector.
Rigid rules such as those we could be threatened with
if regulators were to intervene in insurance cover in
future would not be productive. Coercive measures
contradict the calculation principle used by insurers
and would have negative consequences for customers, insurers and the economy as a whole.
¢
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OVERCOMING OBSTACLES IN LIFE INSURANCE

The application process 4.0
Interview with Dr Barbara Ries, head of market and product management in
life and health insurance at Deutsche Rück

Interview by Stephanie Embach-Stein, marketreport editorial team
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Leisure risks, foreign travel risks, health risks and endless lists
of occupations have been characteristic features of the life
insurance application process for a long time. The catalogue of
questions is long and the process seems designed to penalise
personal risk factors. This is often difficult for customers to
understand. Deutsche Rück is exploring new avenues
and has developed an approach that can solve these
problems in the application process.

Dr Ries, what is innovative about Deutsche Rück’s
approach?
What’s innovative is that we have finally designed an
application process that is customer-friendly. The market
for occupational disability insurance has been stagnating for years. We are focusing on a modular approach
to overcome this obstacle in occupational disability
insurance, as well as in all other biometric products. We
are placing a special emphasis on health consciousness,
rewards and individuality. In this way we are simultaneously establishing a new mindset in risk assessment,
with a clear focus on recovery and on the benefit triggers
of the future. And a streamlined, modern process will naturally also help the broker.
What exactly should we understand by
“customer-friendly”?
It’s about leaving behind the negative approach in the application
process and turning towards the positive. So instead of focusing on
the risks involved in sports, we’re praising the customer for being active.
Because anyone who practises sport is agile, mobile and spending time
with people. In a time when mental illness is constantly on the rise, this is
a very positive aspect that accordingly is given a greater weighting than
the risk of a supposed extreme sport. Our approach therefore dispenses
with surcharges and exclusions. It’s only with sports that would already
lead to rejection today that the risk of accident and injury predominates,
so that we recommend that these should still not be insured.
You’re focusing on health consciousness and rewards. How are these
aspects incorporated into the product in practice?
We use the question about how customers organise their leisure time for
positive interaction with customers and to address customers personally.
If the customer practises sports and can verify this with wearable data,
they will receive an initial premium discount straight away. Meditation
and mindfulness will also get you a discount. If you look after your mental 
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Supporting, insuring, rewarding
– we want to give priority to this
promise in future.
Dr Barbara Ries

health, you should be rewarded. Our approach also dispenses with questions about planned trips abroad. That’s outdated. Trips abroad are part of
everyday life now. Whether it’s for study, as a sabbatical or because you’ve
been sent there by your employer, mobility and flexibility will keep you
healthy and should be seen as positive.
What is new in the health questions?
We’re very much banking on a paradigm shift here, moving from a focus
on illness to a focus on recovery. That means that instead of rigidly penalising previous illnesses, we will reward behaviour that’s geared towards
recovery. If someone is healthy and mobile today and has successfully
overcome a previous illness, for example, they will be rewarded with a
positive risk assessment. We have structured the health questions so
that they build on each other in a way that allows serious and relevant
previous illnesses to be recorded, while simultaneously requiring as little
information as possible to be requested. This keeps the process streamlined and transparent. In the light of the growing importance of mental
illnesses as a benefit trigger, however, the question about previous mental
illnesses and treatment remains necessary.
You’re following an up-to-date approach that’s geared towards
modern employment histories.
Yes, because a modern application process should naturally include
modern job descriptions like influencers and bloggers. Although these
have now found their way into the lists of occupations, these kinds of
adjustments, by their nature, always tend to lag slightly behind the times.
In addition, existing jobs are constantly changing due to technological
developments and automation. There are also many activities that can’t
be assigned to a clear job title. That leads to sales staff playing “job bingo”
and looking for the most favourable premium from among the job titles
that fit. Jobs that potentially have heavy stress profiles, such as sales
assistants, are stigmatised and can be insured only in exchange for a
high premium. Depending on the sector, however, a sales assistant’s job
may not be so demanding. We want to create more clarity here with our
approach.
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How is that reflected in the job descriptions in practice?
We have developed a classification system consisting of 11 criteria, from
which customers select those that apply to them. They might be asked if
they work in forced postures, for example, i.e. kneeling, squatting, lying
down, bending or reaching over their head, if their work requires fine
motor skills or muscular strength and if they move heavy weights more
than once a week. We also enquire about criteria that describe the mental
strain involved in a job, i.e. whether someone is exposed to increased
noise, for example. In the background we use a points system, which in
turn translates into a jobs classification system.
How flexible is your approach?
We can adapt the fine-tuning and the number of job categories to the
individual insurer and its underwriting policy. The criteria record risk
factors due to e.g. increased risk of accident, increased stress or faster
loss of the necessary abilities and thus allow us to charge premiums that
are commensurate with risk. As a life reinsurer, it is important for us to
design our products to be flexible enough to be adapted to the respective business policy and processes of insurers. The new approaches for
leisure, health and occupation can therefore be combined in a modular
fashion and applied to different products. The approaches not only improve the process and make it more customer-friendly,
but also change the mindset in the application
process and in underwriting. That allows
life insurers to present themselves to
customers in a new, very positive light.
Supporting, insuring, rewarding – we
want to give priority to this promise
in future.
¢
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EXTREME SUMMER WEATHER

Is demand for drought
policies increasing?
By Gregor Pabst, discipline leader, Dorothea Winands, Senior Underwriter for
facultative property business/property line management, and Dr Thomas Bistry,
Senior Analyst for natural hazards at Deutsche Rück’s NatCat Center

For some time now, extreme summer events
in the agricultural sector have no longer been
restricted solely to localised heavy rain and
hailstorms. By summer 2018 it had certainly
become clear that extreme heatwaves and
ongoing periods of drought can affect vast
swathes of central Europe.

The summer half-year (April to September) of 2018
was not only warmer in Germany than in the previous record years of 1947 and 2003, but was also
exceptionally dry. The consequences were devastating. A severe drought developed across the country,
with massive loss of crops in the agricultural sector
and forest fires covering an area of over 2,300 ha
nationwide, the largest area since 1992. This year
there was no reason to sound the all-clear, with large
forest fires once again raging in north-east Germany.
In addition, due to the ongoing water shortage in
deeper soil layers, widespread forest dieback along
with the accompanying vulnerability to insect pests
such as the bark beetle has continued since 2018.
The situation has become so dramatic that there
are now calls for a master plan to be drawn up for
Germany’s forests.
Agriculture is also continuing to suffer because of ongoing low precipitation, particularly in parts of North
Rhine-Westphalia, Lower Saxony and the eastern
German states. Nationwide rainfall up to mid-August
2019 came to only about 50 percent of the long-term
average. The situation intensified from June 2019 in
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particular, which was the warmest June since records
began throughout Germany, Europe and the world.
The month ended in a heatwave in central Europe.
The next heatwave at the end of July was even more
extreme, with temperatures of over 40°C measured
throughout large parts of western Germany. Germany’s previous record figures of 40.2°C (2003) and
40.3°C (2015) were exceeded at 14 stations, in some
cases significantly.
Hot summers are becoming more likely
The influence of climate change on the occurrence
of heatwaves is being investigated in attribution
analyses. A recent study shows that anthropogenic
climate change has made the occurrence of the
heatwave in July 2019 around 10 to 100 times more
likely, depending on the affected region. No matter

how ambitious measures to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions will be, the trend towards higher temperatures will continue in the coming years and decades.
That also increases the probability of occurrence
of hot summers. Current climate projections for the
United Kingdom assume that by the middle of the
21st century, i.e. in about 30 years, summer temperatures like those in 2018 can statistically be expected about every two years. If such periods of heat
coincide with phases in which there is a pronounced
precipitation deficit, extreme drought situations
are inevitable. Whether it’s heatwaves or episodes
of drought, agriculture would always be affected.
However, it is not possible to generalise about the
extent of this, as the effects of heat and dryness can
vary widely depending on the crop being cultivated
and the exact timing and duration of the event.
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Only about 0.5 percent of arable land
in Germany is insured against cumulative risks
such as winterkill, flood and drought.

The consequences for the agricultural sector can
nevertheless be significant. Crop yields in Germany
in 2018 fell considerably short of the average figures.
For many farms, it was a truly disastrous year. Losses
in the market are estimated at around EUR 2.5 billion.
To absorb some of this sum, the German government and the federal states have agreed on an aid
programme worth EUR 340 million that will provide
partial compensation for losses sustained by farms
whose survival is under threat. It aims in particular
to support farmers who have not previously insured
their crop yields against drought damage. The same
problems have arisen again in 2019. Although yields
are better than last year, overall harvests for grain
and rapeseed have once again been below average.
Arable land is rarely insured against
cumulative risks
Only about 0.5 percent of arable land in Germany is
insured against cumulative risks such as winterkill,
flood and drought. This is very low compared with
Europe as a whole. Until now, the agricultural sector
did not see much need for such insurance. The main
risk was hail. Accordingly, 72 percent of arable land
is insured against hail damage. However, climate
change is altering the risk situation significantly.
Single-crop farming is particularly vulnerable. In
addition, agricultural enterprises often finance their
growth with borrowed funds, which makes adequate
hedging necessary.
The market offers adequate cover in line with risk
to hedge against the economic consequences of crop
failures due to drought. Yet demand for insurance
against drought and aridity remains muted. One

reason is the price of such cover, which is driven
largely by the high insurance tax of 19 percent.
However, the German government has indicated
that it is willing to cut the tax rate to 0.03 percent, in
line with agricultural multi-risk insurance, in order
to make drought insurance more attractive.
The cumulative nature of drought risk lies in the fact
that, if it occurs, it will cover a wide area – droughts
are large-scale events. In contrast to damage caused
by hail or heavy rain, crop failures due to periods
of severe drought are relatively rare in Germany.
Drought risk in Germany has therefore to date been
characterised by low probabilities of occurrence and
high volatility in losses. The damage potential is very
high, both individually and at the level of the national economy. Marked fluctuations and high potential
overall losses make it a challenge to provide risk
capital to cover crop failures due to drought.
What is available on the market?
Loss-based hail insurance, with optional additional
cover for storm and heavy rainfall events, is standard for the market in Germany. This is based on
an insured sum chosen by farmers themselves,
which corresponds to the yields and prices they
are expecting in the current year. In the event of
a claim, an expert determines the amount of the
loss as a percentage of the expected yield. In the
case of index insurance, compensation payments
are not linked to proof that damage has actually
occurred to the crops being cultivated. Instead,
the policyholder purchases the right to receive
a payment in accordance with a contractually
defined index.
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Maximum daily temperatures on 25 July 2019
derived from the American GEOS model

40°C
and more
These were the temperatures recorded in many
parts of France and
western Germany, and for
the first time in Belgium
and the Netherlands.

Drought insurance is available on the market as
index insurance, either as a single-risk product or as
a component of multi-risk crop failure insurance. The
number of providers is low, in line with demand.
Europe is relying on government solutions
State-subsidised drought insurance has been standard in other European countries for years, which
means that farmers in these countries have competitive advantages over German farmers. In France
and Spain, for example, drought insurance is part of
compulsory multi-risk cover that is linked to property insurance. Such subsidies for the agricultural
sector are provided partly from EU funds. The crop
failures of 2018 led to growing calls for immediate
state aid in Germany. To offset competitive disadvantages at European level and enable comprehensive
and affordable insurance cover to be provided, state
financial assistance with risk provisioning is also
being discussed. To create an incentive for farmers
to insure themselves against drought damage, the
Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture is supporting a reduction in the tax rate for drought insurance
as a first step.

Along with the UK's
all-time record of
38.7°C in Cambridge,
a weather station in

Oxford that
has been
measuring
the temperature
since 1813
recorded
its highest
ever figure of
36.5°C.

The changing risk situation can be
actively managed
Whether support comes from the state or the private
sector, one thing is inescapable: the trend towards
rising temperatures, which model calculations show
is set to continue in the coming decades, will make
hot spells more likely in future. If these are more
frequent, more intense or longer-lasting, periods
of drought may result. The agricultural sector can
respond to this by diversifying, growing more heatresistant types of grain and installing irrigation
systems if appropriate. At the same time, demand
for insurance solutions is likely to increase in Europe.
This will lead to opportunities for the insurance
industry to actively counter growing risks in the
agricultural sector with suitable products and
actively manage these products. In the knowledge
that the risk of climate change must always be taken
into account when designing insurance solutions. ¢
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF AN INSURANCE COMPANY
BOARD MEMBER IN 2089

The future is now
By Dr Robin Kiera, influencer and founder of Digitalscouting.de

Civilisations have experienced technological, economic and
political disruptions since the dawn of time. It’s all too easy to give advice
when you know how things will turn out. Knowing what we do today, we would
advise a ship owner in the 1920s to invest heavily in the emerging aviation
industry, for example, or we would recommend that a camera manufacturer
cooperate with young mobile phone companies. However, this wasn’t so
clear to those involved at the time. So what is in store for the insurance
and financial sector in the future? Let’s try a small thought experiment
and take a look at our grandchildren’s generation.
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The year is 2089. “It's mad,” Dr Tom Glaesner thinks as he leaves his
house in the centre of Hamburg, “that in Grandfather’s day in the early
2020s, he sometimes had to spend half an hour looking for a parking
space.” He gets into the waiting UBER. Every morning a different car
takes him to the office, with no waiting time. Through the connectivity
of the sensors in his wearables and his house, the world’s biggest mobility company calculates what time a self-driving car needs to set off from
the giant parking areas outside the city in order to collect Glaesner at
exactly the right second. As he climbs in, his accident insurance premiums are automatically adjusted. Glaesner is down by a few points today
in his medical and nursing care insurance. Without his daily sevenkilometre bike ride – a fitness measure individually tailored to him –
he will find it difficult to reach the score he needs to keep his premium
status in medical and nursing care insurance.
Only algorithms are allowed to settle claims
On his way to work, he looks with his virtual reality goggles at an expert
report on drones and the data on an explosion at a chemical plant in Brazil. Like his grandfather, Glaesner works
for a large life risk tech company, formerly known as an
insurer. When he began his career in the 2060s, he flew
out personally a few times to survey industrial claims.
Today drones, micro-drones and autonomous vehicles
record the damage on site and combine it with the many
yottabytes of data collected by millions of small and large
sensors to analyse what has happened. This means that
up to EUR 10 billion can be paid out within a few days,
sometimes even a few hours. Glaesner is responsible for claims settlement. He studies the new
AI update to check the effectiveness of the new
algorithm. It has been years since he and
his colleagues settled any claims, after the regulator banned it in a circular following the great
scandal of 2076. Only algorithms are allowed to
settle claims nowadays. Claims payments were too
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inaccurate and some combined ratios were reduced as a result. Today
there are no longer any combined ratios and the difference is refunded
to the insured community. Risk carriers must be content with the calculation of fixed premiums in property insurance.
Only a few specialists are still struggling to the airport
After arriving at the office, Glaesner finds a full agenda awaiting him:
consultations are scheduled with the head office in China. He enjoys
working with Li. They have managed a lot of projects together. Glaesner took a few courses in Chinese while completing his doctorate via
YouTube, but since Google’s breakthrough with its perfect simultaneous
translation based on voice technology, he has spoken in German and
Li has heard the Chinese translation. They have never met in person.
Business trips are a thing of the past; only a few specialists still have to
struggle to the airport.
Tom Glaesner has blocked a room for the workshop today. Otherwise –
if he is not working from home – he sits at any desk that is free. He has
only heard of fixed offices in Grandpa’s stories. Today he is sitting next
to Jacqueline, a fellow management board member who is responsible
for sales. On his other side is the student on work experience.
Millions of lives saved through artificial intelligence
“Something’s not right,” Glaesner says suddenly to Li. During the lunch
break he had spaghetti carbonara from the 3D food printer, and since
then he has not been feeling well. “I’m just going to nip to the oneminute clinic.” Unlike his grandfather, who would have been taken
to Eppendorf University Hospital with blue lights flashing and sirens
wailing, he only has to visit a clinic the size of a telephone box.
While the standard scan is running, he describes his symptoms
to the health algorithm. The algorithm knows the entire medical
history of the Glaesner family. This is how he found out that there
is a hereditary problem linked to excessive wheat and vitamin D
consumption. This cost his grandfather his life. The health
algorithm prescribes Glaesner a medicine, which is immediately dispensed in the correct dose for him. Since the individualisation of medicine and the introduction of the data
collection obligation, data and artificial intelligence have saved millions of human lives. Correlations between behaviour
and illnesses that were previously completely unknown were
identified. Today, health risk companies put together individual
dietary and fitness measures for each customer.
Those who implement them will benefit from a
further reduction in their individualised medical
insurance premium. Those who do not stick to them will pay more.
Policies now cost only a fraction of what they used to. However, it all
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Just fiction or already reality?
It sounds like a faraway future, but it’s no longer fiction. Almost all the technologies
mentioned in this imaginary scenario from 2089 are already being developed today
or are even in use in other markets – such as Ping An’s one-minute clinic.

came too late for his grandfather, who died in 2082, shortly before his
100th birthday. Grandma went a few days later. She died of a broken
heart, for which there was still no solution.
Back in the office, Glaesner switches all his
communication tools to silent mode at 15:30
sharp and retreats to a quiet loft. He doesn’t
want to miss the semi-final of the European
e-Sports Football Cup – Hamburger SV versus
Real Madrid. Grandpa had raved to him about
the match in the early 1980s that ended 5-1.
People still played against people in those days.
Today football continues to fill stadiums around the
world, in both actual and virtual reality, but it’s e-sportsmen that they’re watching. Tom Glaesner’s business partners
and colleagues know that they can’t contact him right now because
he is occupied with his hobby, even though it is the middle of the day.
However, this is completely normal, even for a member of the management board. He has reserved a second time slot for afternoons with
his daughter. No one controls his time. Time clocks are found only in
museums.
His joy at seeing HSV getting through to the final gives him
a motivational boost for the most important meeting
of the day: Dr Glaesner is to present the latest claims
figures to Jacqueline, Stefanie, Shixin and Ayşe at
an afternoon stand-up meeting of the management
board. While Jacqueline reports on how the figures
for the two subsidiaries Amazon and Google have
developed, Glaesner’s thoughts wander. “It’s hard to
believe that those two subsidiaries once almost disrupted
the entire insurance industry.”
If a shrewd supervisory board had not lured away capable
managers from the two giants and several start-ups and given
them responsibility as management board members, and if
the latter had not then launched a veritable firework of digital
products and services, real transformation and modernisation, who knows whether he and his colleagues wouldn’t
all be working today for the large technology groups of the
2020s and 2030s – and not the other way around...
¢
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